	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

HAWAIIAN AIRLINES FLIGHT ATTENDANT
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LETTER FROM YOUR LEC OFFICERS
Greetings Fellow Flight Attendants –
As you may know, we have had a several in-flight incidents in the past few
weeks. At this time, we want to thank you for doing your part. Although the
majority of our work is service-oriented, we are Safety Professionals first. Being
aware and knowledgeable of our surroundings is crucial in identifying what is
normal or what could be a potential safety issue.
Please know that the AFA supports you in what you do and how you do things.
We continually learn more about not only our job, but also the network that
supports us. This includes our brothers and sisters in the field including, but not
limited, to the FAA, TSA, and everyone who we come into contact within the
aviation industry.
As we continue to learn, we hope that you will continue to rely on us. The
moment we hear about an in-flight incident, we mobilize our Team to respond.
Our “ideal” is to have an Air Safety, Health and Security Representative,
Employee Assistance Program Representative and a LEC Officer to meet your
crew should there be an incident.
After the most recent HNL incidents this past May, we can proudly say that our
crews handled their situations to the accolades of both the company and the
passengers. Each Flight Attendant stepped forward to identify problems,
effectively communicate them to the cockpit, and safely help our passengers off
the aircraft. More importantly, our crews supported one another through the
incidents and continue to support one another after leaving the aircraft.
Although none of these individuals do their jobs for recognition, we would like to
take the opportunity to thank them for their professionalism and solidarity.
We appreciate all that you do and are here to support you!
Flight 118: FFA Rina Mahiko, Sascha Baron and Shana Stalcup
Flight 24: FFA Stephanie Lum, Kim Beck, Jarrett Day, Kela Fisher,
Kunane Gayagas, Cameron Grimm, Kalee Medeiros and Jesse Ohai.
With Deepest Regards,
Jaci-Ann and Kahea
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AIR SAFETY, HEALTH & SECURITY (ASHS)
As you know, several of our Airbus aircrafts have necessitated equipment
location changes. Our B-717 fleet is also undergoing reconfiguration
changes as well. Therefore, please refer to the IFM regularly to ensure that
you are current with any of these changes. Adjusting to the new
configurations and equipment locations will take time so please be
conscientious.
We have also had reports that some Flight Attendants aren’t aware of the
Known Crewmember (KCM) policies. We hyperlinked the KCM website to
our website; look for the white and black logo on the bottom left of the
home page. Please take some time to acquaint yourselves with the
policies and procedures found under “FAQ.”
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP)
Please contact your local peer representative directly or call our Ring
Central line at 808.369.9737 for our Council 43 directory. You can also call
the International EAP Helpline at 800.424.2406 to help you access
services.
When should I call the EAP?
Anytime! Or as soon as you, your partner, or family feel like a problem is
getting too difficult to handle alone. No matter how small or large the
problem may be, AFA-CWA EAP can help.
What happens when I call the EAP?
Your trained EAP peer representative can answer questions you may have
about EAP services available to you. The peer representative will listen to
your concerns, answer any questions you may have, offer guidance and
support, and assist you with locating resources. The only thing you have to
lose is the problem.
RESERVE LIAISONS
With summer here, this is a friendly reminder of the request guidelines
when requesting for trips.
Section 8 C. 2. “Reserves may specify the following preferences: AM/PM,
Standby, Standby Release, Interisland, International, Airport Reserve,
specific groupings, call me first and call me last. These preferences will be
honored, when possible, according to seniority.
These requests must be submitted no earlier than 48hrs prior to the date of
departure and no later than midnight two days before the date of departure.

MEMBERSHIP &
BENEFITS
Our monthly dues
increase will be
effective June 1, 2015
in line with the CWA
minimum dues
increase per our
merger agreement.
Therefore, our new
monthly dues will be
$50/month.
We’d also like to
remind you to kindly
update your mailing
addresses online at
www.afacwaorg/coa.
For those of you who
fly “low time,” please
check your 7th pay
stubs to ensure Union
dues were deducted to
avoid falling into
arrears.
LANGUAGE
Please accept our
apologies as we will
postpone our bi-annual
Language meeting to
July. After meeting
with the MEC in April,
we have asked
management to
address some of your
concerns and we await
word from their offices.
Thank you for your
patience!

	
   SCR/GRIEVANCE

Document and Report EVERYTHING
Company policy requires that all incidents be documented and reported in a timely manner, the sooner
the better. Failure to do so is a violation of Company policy and can lead to discipline. Yes, you can be
disciplined for not documenting and reporting even minor incidents. It's better to over document and over
report. That way, the Company already has all the information if they investigate. Once the Company
starts an investigation, any attempts to document and report after the fact just look like made-up excuses
to cover up your mistakes. Don't risk having to remember long after the fact; C.Y.A. by documenting and
reporting at the time of the incident.
When completing any documentation, fill in as much information as possible, even if it means filling in
blanks with "not known" or "not applicable." When the Company and the Union investigate incidents, the
more information you include, the better.
On a side-note, on the Scheduling Clarification Form, "Company rep contacted" asks for the Company,
not Union, representative you contacted. These would generally be Crew Schedulers and Inflight
Managers and Supervisors.

	
  

